For a system consisting of a quantum and a classical subsystem, an equation of the Liouville type is obtained starting with the density matrix equation. The validity condition and the transformation properties of this quantum-classical equation as well as the application of the adiabatic approximation and the perturbation theory within the frame of this equation are discussed. Some general expressions are obtained for the probability of the transition between the quasi-equilibrium states of the system. Special attention is given to the electron-nuclei system, as the general formalism was developed first of all in order to obtain a foundation for the theoretical analysis of elementary processes in liquids. An example is given to demonstrate that the quantum-classical approach in the range of its validity gives the same result as the corresponding quantum solution. It is also shown that both the cases of weak and strong interaction (leading to the transition) can be described by the quantum-classical equation in question.
I. Introduction
The general way to describe the evolution of a quantum system is to solve the equation for the density matrix g = g (t) [1] g = (ilh) [g,H] (1)
with the initial condition e(0) = eo-
H is the quantum Hamiltonian. In this paper we discuss the reduction of (1) for a system consisting of a quantum (I) and a classical (II) subsystem. There are many examples of such quantum-classical systems, especially in molecular physics. Indeed, for the molecules it is necessary to consider the electrons according to quantum theory, but the nuclear motion can often be described classically. It is known how to make use of the classical properties of the subsystem II within the trajectory (half-classical) approximation [2, 3] and for the pure adiabatic [4] evolution. But both approximations do not take the mutual influence of the classical motion and the quantum transitions into account. Therefore they do not permit to discuss some very important chemical processes, such as transitions depending on nonadiabatic effects. In this paper a general consideration of the quantum-classical system is given; the approximations mentioned above are some limiting cases of our treatment.
II. Quantum -Classical Discription
Let us start with the quantum description of both subsystems I and II. Any interaction known in atomic and molecular physics and, therefore, any reasonable observable Q can be represented by the expression Q=2Fm<f>~m, 
The quantum formula for the average value of the observable Q is Q = Spi Spu Q q .
Spi and Spu mean traces, i.e. diagonal sums over the states of the subsystems I and II, respectively. Evidently, for the quantum-classical description one has Q = Sp j dp dqQ (p, q) p (p,q;t), 
Sp.4 = Spi^4 means the trace of the matrix
and we took into account that {P a , H a '} --{Ha.', Pa}-
III. General Properties of Equation (11)
It is seen directly that, when the classical subsystem II is absent (i.e in (12) all Hy_[p, q) are constant, (11) is the same as the quantum equation ( 
With the help of the identities
it is easy to prove that for the solution of (11) one has -Sp jdpdqp(p,q;t) = 0.
Therefore it is possible to normalize p by the condition
It is seen from (6) and (15) that the diagonal elements Qaa = Qa (p, q; t) present the density of the probability to find the system at the time t in the state xp a of the quantum subsystem and at the point (p, q) of the phase space of the classical subsystem. The nondiagonal elements Q^ present the phase relation between the quantum states ip a and WUsing (11) and (14) one can demonstrate that the average value of H, calculated by the general expression (6), does not depend on time:
Obviously (16) means the quantum-classical conservation of the energy. Note that R a = J dp dq (.H)aa pa {p, q; t)
is not conserved as a result of the possible transitions between the quantum states. (6) and (11) are some sort of approximation to the corresponding rigorous quantum expressions. The range of validity of this approximation can be established as follows:
The approximate step in the derivation of (11) from (1) 
With ( 
If the nonadiabatic interaction P nonad can be neglected, that is if
then ( 
Suppose that the initial condition corresponds to the quantum state no (not necessarily an adiabatic one); the initial classical distribution is / (p, q):
For the moment we suggest that / (p, q) is the equilibrium solution of (30) with n = no. Let us look for the solution of (32) applying the iteration method. We start with the zeroth-order values, given by (33). The first iteration creates the values Q non {p, q;t) = Q% n<) {p, q\ t), ,q-,t-t"-,p",q") , and the next iteration produces the diagonal distributions for n=\=no'. t t Qn (P, q ; t) = 2 R e J dt' J dt" J dp' dq' 0 0
• G nn [p,q; t -t'; p',q') •G non [p',q'\t' -t"-,p",q").
(34) and (35) are the quantum-classical analogues of the perturbation theory expressions for the density matrix elements in the first nonvanishing approximation. Usually one has to calculate only the probability to find the quantum state n at the moment t:
As far as G nn is the Green function for the classical equation (30), one has:
$G nn {p,q; t; po, qo)dpdq = 1.
Thus, using (35), from (36) one finds out that

<? non (t) = 2Rejdt'fdt"fdp'dq'
• $ dp" dq" • G nono {p,q-, t;p 0 , qo).
In many cases the function 
which is a condition opposite to (31). Therefore, for small interaction between the diabatic states (small D the perturbation theory can be used in the diabatic basis x p a , while for large r it can be helpful in the adiabatic basis cp n . Because of this fact one is able to consider some particular transition in the electron-nucleus system both for large and small interaction within the same Equation 
/ = exp -^-j J $ dp dq exp j .
By substituting (44) and ( 
